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In recent years，creative industries with the Copyright assets as the core 
develop rapidly, and have become one of the most dynamic industries in China. 
During the process of the creation, management, use and protection of copyrights, 
the demand for the valuation of copyrights is increasing. However, due to the 
complexity and uncertainty of the future earnings of the copyrights, the evaluation 
of copyrights has been the difficulty of the valuation of intangible assets. In China, 
The study of the valuation of copyrights started late, and the study of the valuation 
of copyrights in creative industries is in the initial stage. 
On the basis of analysis of the basic characteristics of copyrights in creative 
industries, the paper analyzes the applicability of the three traditional valuation 
methods, combined with asset valuation theory. According to the uncertainty of the 
future earnings of the copyrights, the paper tries to find out the potential value of 
the options in the copyrights by the real options theory, so that the value of 
copyrights will be more fully reflected.  
The paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter introduces the 
background of the research, and reviews the literature study at home and abroad. 
The second chapter analyzes the basic characteristics of the copyrights in creative 
industries and the influencing factors of the value. Besides, the paper also clears the 
purposes and value types of copyright valuation. The third chapter describes the 
three traditional valuation methods: cost approach, market approach, income 
approach. Then it analysis the related issues during the application of each method 
in the copyright valuation of creative industries. The last chapter analyzes the real 
option Characteristics of the copyrights of creative industries. Combined with case 
study, it finally assesses the applicability of the real options approach in the 
copyright valuation of creative industries. 
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①http://www.cnci .gov.cn/content/20101119/news_60624.shtml 
②数据来源于《2012-2016 年中国文化创意产业发展及其预测研究报告》  





























































美国的无形资产评估专家Gordon V.Smith（1989）在其专著《Valuation of 
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